
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of director, marketing analytics. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director, marketing analytics

Leverage expertise to build and develop marketing campaigns as to ensure
tracking, analytics and development of predictive models
Oversee and manage $1-2 million in vendor contracts and maximize value to
the health plan and marketing
Collaborate closely with key Marketing leads who control -- Media, Strategic
Partnerships
Directs the development the marketing performance, measurement, and
analytics strategy and framework, identifying key performance indicators and
metrics for evaluating impact (across both print and digital campaigns
website/page performance)
Lead marketing spend and tactics analytics using different (statistical)
analytics techniques
Use advanced analytical techniques to measure value and develop insights
that help allocate spend across and within marketing vehicles (e.g., TV, Direct
Mail, Digital Video)
Help execute key projects for the Marketing Analytics organization that will
significantly impact SBU results
Present work to Marketing leaders (including CMO) and leaders of other
functions (e.g., VP or SVP in Distribution)
Recommend budget allocations based on analytics and KPI reports
Provide accurate and robust reporting and analytics to give a comprehensive
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Qualifications for director, marketing analytics

Strong predictive modeling including market mix modeling and logistic
regression
Experience with SQL, SAS, SPSS, S-Plus, R or other data manipulation / data
analytics tools is a plus
Leads the annual planning and refinement of Analytics and Targeting
strategies and prioritized tactics that will most efficiently achieve company
and marketing objectives
Develops and manages vendor engagements in order to augment the
bandwidth and capabilities of internal team
Manage, motivate and develop team to improve performance in their current
role and prepare them for career growth
Minimum 10 years' financial and operational experience in a media,
entertainment, technology, internet or adjacent industry


